Thirty years of research on developmental neurolinguistics.
A body of medically important work has accumulated in the field of developmental neurolinguistics in the 30 years since Lenneberg set forth a research agenda for that field, consisting of the following: (1) the physiologic specialization or endowment for speech; (2) the genetic origin or natural history of vocalization and speech; (3) the nature of prelinguistic behavior, making possible the detection of any environmental (social) influences; (4) the development of motor-speech organization from birth; and (5) the limiting effects of deficient intelligence, hearing, and environmental stimulation. Subsequent study of these questions has established a genetic, neuroanatomic, and functional basis for such outwardly disparate disorders as dyslexia, stuttering, autism, and delayed language. Studies of emergent motor behavior suggest that babbling may index a state of neural maturation favoring expression of spoken languages. Based on studies of the congenitally deaf, mentally retarded, and other clinical populations it is now considered possible to detect early warning signs of developmental language disorders during the first year of life based on analyses of vocal turn-taking, gesturing, and utterance complexity.